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The beginning of the new semester can often bring

stress. For students who enjoy stomping out stress

through dance, the Blacksburg Square Dance will be

hosting a free dance this Thursday from 6:30-9 p.m. at

Heartwood in Abingdon, Virginia. 

It is a rare opportunity for folks to groove with

Blacksburg Square Dance, who usually host dances

October through May (excluding January) on the first

Saturday of each month.

No experience is necessary to participate — the caller

will explain and teach all dances throughout the event.

Lou Maiuri from West Virginia will be the caller and

the Indian Run String Band from Blacksburg will be

playing.

To go along with the dance, Heartwood also has a Thursday night special that features homemade eats

like smoked beef brisket, pulled pork, grilled chicken, cobbler and much more.

Ginger Wagner, an organizer for the Blacksburg Square Dance, will be playing banjo on Thursday.

“We have a caller from West Virginia who should be very interesting,” Wagner said. “He’s only called

our dances once or twice, he’s not one of our regular callers.”

While the group usually hires local callers and bands, sometimes Wagner or other members of the

band serve as caller for the night. 

Wagner has played a major role in organizing Blacksburg Square Dance since the very beginning.

The idea was originally sparked in the 1980s. Wagner and a few other friends were playing in a house

when several of them started to voice frustrations about there not being a more challenging dance

venue in the area.

“So we said, ‘Well, you know we could set up a dance here, we have people right here, we could

make up a band and … we just need a sound system,’” said Wagner. “So we all chipped in $100 or

$200 (for a sound system) … and that’s really how it started.”

Originally, the group hosted a few dances in a local elementary school, and Blacksburg Square Dance

took off from there.

Just last year, the group applied to be a part of Crooked Road, Virginia’s heritage music trail

stretching 330 miles. After a tedious application process and a visit to one of the dances by a member
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of the board, they were accepted.

The dances are most often held at the YMCA in Blacksburg, located on North Main Street. The next

and first official dance for the group will be Oct. 4.

Wagner always enjoys the dances, whether she’s there as a member of the band or as the caller.

“I (love) just seeing the people have a good time,” said Wagner. “It’s … like you’re discovering

something new and just realizing it’s not as hard as you think it is and it’s so much fun.”
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